All Dimensions shown on this page are minimum dimensions and are referring to the inside of the door if door is to have integral stops.

- **Interior Edge Dimension**
  - Minimum 6 6/8"
  - Measured from the high side of the bevel to the edge of the glass pocket.

- **Exterior Edge Dimension**
  - Minimum 6 5/8"
  - Measured from high side of bevel to the edge of the integral glass stop.

Dimension from top of door to top of "FV" vision lite to vary with door height; minimum top rail to be 8".
Dimension from bottom of door to center line of "FV" lite to remain constant at 63".
Minimum dimension for bottom rail at all louvers to be 12".

ALL DIMENSIONS SHOWN ARE FOR CUTOUT IN DOOR.

IF VISION LITE KITS FROM ANOTHER SOURCE ARE TO BE USED,
BE SURE TO ADD SIZE OF GLASS KIT IN FIGURING HARDWARE COMPATIBILITY.

Minimum dimension for bottom rail of glazed doors to be 10". Maximum height for bottom lite is 24".
Top lite dimension will vary with height of door.
Minimum top rail dimension to be 8". Minimum dimension of mid-rail to be 6"; center line at 36 3/4" from bottom of door.

All lite layouts are to be checked for conflicts with specified hardware by the distributor prior to ordering of door. Every effort will be made by J/R Metal Frames to check for problems in layout, but the responsibility lies with the distributor.

---

**For detailed information on J/R Metal Frames Glass Lites, see Tech Data Sheet DD0003**